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About This Game

Solving these puzzles and watching the story about AI (Advanced Individual).
AI was built for replacing human, but as the time goes on, she was abandoned in abandoned district. Then how will she face to

the life day by day?
Warning: There will be some parts that make you unwell, if so, please close this program. Possible reason: passive

indicate, scare, bloody violence.
1. Because of my life in university, there are just a few easy puzzles in this game. Sorry about that.

2. My paintings are ugly. Sorry about that.
3. I am the only person who debugged this program, so there will be plenty of bugs. Sorry about that.

4. Although it's a program made by Chinese, it cannot be released in China. Sorry about that.
5. My English is not good. Sorry about that.

(-1. Enjoy!)
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Game felt to clunky for a beat'um up. I thought that the island was heavenly, it turned out that it was terrestrial.. Okay, so you
know how you end up with a few hundred games in your Steam library and you have no memory of aquiring those games? It's
usually from Humble Bundles or Fanatical bundles, right? So for me, this game falls into that category. It was my day off work
(yeah, that thing a lot of us do in 'real life') and I was browsing through my game library and just booted up this game on a
whim. I had read no reviews and did not know anything about it.
It's weird! But weird in a good way! It actually reminds me of the old Steve Jackson and Ian Livingstone Fighting Fantasy books
in a way, bizarre as that seems. You encounter multiple choice questions and your answer determines where you go next.
It seems to be a fun, interesting game, suitable for short ten or twenty minute spells. I am not sure I would pay full price for it
(and am pretty sure I didn't!) but if you spot it on sale or as part of a bundle, then I think you'll be happy with it.. The controls
are terrible and I would like a refund.. Got it in a bundle. Not worth it. Fun if you enjoy pixel searching though.. A lot of people
say that Hotline Miami inspired the retro invasion, but what they don't know is that the entirety of Hotline's code is from this
game! Shocking, I know.. Image & Form Games did it again. the game is a Diamond...i love it since it released for nintendo and
i waited for it to release on pc too. Graphics are colorful and cute,music is what it must be for the game, characters are awesome
and very artistic as the other games. i turned on my pc and bough it without second though. 10/10 for me.. Great art, challenging
puzzles!. A fun and challenging arcade shooter in VR. There isn't much "new" but the fact that it is in VR and its high quality
level makes a very good addition to the Vive's games catalogue.
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Very good game. I'm really looking forward to playing the next one. Hope that the next one could have Chinese translation.. I
feel that this is a hidden gem still waiting to truly be discovered.
Atomega is a very simple game in premise. In a combat arena you begin as a tiny little atom, an energy tadpole of sorts. Grab
cubes to gain mass until you eveolve into a larger energy cube monster (an exoform), becoming more powerful and slower with
each evolution, aiming to become an omega, the biggest and most powerful of all. Of course, your life as an omega is limited,
but you can extend it by defeating enemies and grabbing cubes to help stabilize your mass as you gain more and more points. I
love the concept and the execution. Atomega is a truly great game!
The movement and shooting are smooth where they need to be, snappy and responsive in the right places, and just a great
overall feel. The maps all feel like they are just the right size and are very well made with lots of different terrain. So many little
tunnels and passageways for small and medium exoforms, providing plenty of cover when needed. The speed strips are also a
great touch.
With some skill and practice you can find yourself progressing relatively quickly to unlock the simple cosmetic skins that you
can combine to create a look all your own. Beyond the cosmetic aspect, there are no boosts or bonuses to leveling up so that
everyone always starts a new match on a level playing field.
Overall I feel like this game is easily worth the standard $10 and on sale it's a steal! My biggest hope is that the player base will
expand enough that matches are easier to come by on a regular basis. So share this gem with your friends so that it may be
unearthed and it's full brilliance shine.
10/10 Will likely purchase several more copies for gifts!. add support for the Oculus rift using the native Oculus SDK.
steamvr with rift, it's fu...d up. Absolutely fantastic. The music is reminiscient of Hotline Miami, and really sucks you in the
moment you enter the menu screen. Gameplay it fast and an absolute blast to play. The pixel style we've seen done to death
retains it's prettyness in the claustrophibic, but colourful environments. Best dollar I've spent in a while. Do yourself a favour
and buy this while it's on sale. I would still be very satisfied even if I bought it at full price.. The game is well put together and is
in general good, however it crashes alot on my pc so be careful.. Two words: Ocean's Eleven.
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